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Don't miss the most up-to-date guide to Ty Beanie Babies! The Winter 2001 Collector's Value Guide

includes full-color photos of the entire line featuring the 12 Zodiac Beanies! You'll also get

up-to-date secondary market values, the newest releases and retirements and a spotlight on today's

most valuable Beanies! Look for the other exciting Collector's Value Guides such as: Just the Right

Shoe, Snow Buddies and Pokemon!
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The book was listed as new and you open up the cover page and someone's name was on it and

someone had gone through book on wrote on it. I contacted seller and she apologized and refunded

my money. I would've loved one that was actually brand new as description stated and not been lied

to. I was reading seller's reviews and she sent used ones to others also claiming they were new. I

threw the book away.

this book was ok. i needed a newer version.

so fun to have this catalogue , its very complete and has pictures

With each page having a space to put your bought price and market value (some filled in) this book

makes it easy to organise the value of your collection. It includes Ty Buddies, the Mc Donald's



teenie beenies the beanie kids and of courde, beanie babies. Being the most recent, it includes the

new zodiac babies. Each page has colourful photos of the toy, the poem in its tag. its release date,

retirement date and birthdate.But wait there's more!! Found at the back are sport's promotion

beanies, spotting counterfeits, tag generations and a list of beanies by their birthdays. Thank

goodness its got a good index..........

With each page having a space to put your bought price and market value (some filled in) this book

makes it easy to organise the value of your collection. It includes Ty Buddies, the Mc Donald's

teenie beenies the beanie kids and of courde, beanie babies. Being the most recent, it includes the

new zodiac babies. Each page has colourful photos of the toy, the poem in its tag. its release date,

retirement date and birthdate.But wait there's more!! Found at the back are sport's promotion

beanies, spotting counterfeits, tag generations and a list of beanies by their birthdays. Thank

goodness its got a good index..........

The good folks editing the reviews here at  have told me in no uncertain terms that my reviews

should focus SOLELY on the product itself. Comments on merchandising are entirely unwelcome, at

least according to some editors here. In reference to my comments on a similar product I've been

told "Your review of the Collector's Value Guide has been removed from our database, as it is not a

critique of the book in question. It is not clear from reading the review that you have read the book

you commented on." How one comments on the quality of a "book" like the Ty Beanie Babies

Winter 2001 Collector's Value Guide, which is almost exclusively about merchandise and exists

solely because of marketing, without commenting on merchandising of the products I don't quite

know. (To prove I've actually "read the book", hopefully I'll be allowed to tell you that the products

considered in this tome are small stuffed animal [some imaginary] toys with heart-shaped paper

tags on their ears known as "Beanie Babies". I'm not at all sure that I'll be allowed to discuss these

legume-namesaked infants further, though.)But I'll give it a try: Having read the Ty Beanie Babies

Winter 2001 Collector's Value Guide, by an anonymous author, I can say that I was extremely

disappointed. True, there were lots of good pictures, and tons of characters, but character

development was extremely limited. The plot was completely incomprehensible to me. Whoever this

mystery author is, he or she is far more obscure than James Joyce ever was! Talk about sound and

fury signifying nothing! I can't help but think that another author would have done so much better

with this material. Now, I don't want to give away the ending or too many "plot twists", but I was

disappointed to find that as soon as the reader gets interested in a particular character, that



character disappears ominously (or in Beanie Baby parlance, " is retired"). I'm not at all sure that

younger children should be exposed to such a frightening prospect. Older children may be able to

get past these concerns to see the essential theme of the book in a positive light as the continual

renewal of life. But frankly, I'd give this book a miss.

I do not really use this as a price guide, because let's face it, most of the common Beanies are only

worth as little as 3.00. But it is a good color picture guide, and you can use it for knowing what's out

there. There were so many 2001 releases, I couldn't keep track of them online. So at least I can go

through the book and mark which ones I have, and which ones I want. I want to get all the cats, at

least!!
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